
Polywater® Cable Lubricants A & G
Polvwater* Lubricant A is a general purpose, clean,
clear, water-based, liquid lubricant recommended for all
types of horizontal cable pulling. (Note: For especially
long, hot, or difficult pulls, liquid Polywater® Lubricants
F or PJ are recommended.)

Polvwater18 Lubricant G is a general purpose, clean,
clear, water-based, thixotropic gel lubricant recommended
for all types of cable pulling, including verticals. (Note:
For especially long, hot, or difficult pulls, gel-type
Polywater* J High Performance Cable Lubricant is
recommended.

Front End Pack™ is a conduit-sized polyethylene bag of
lubricant. The Front End Pack™ travels through the
conduit on the winch line prelubricating the conduit ahead
of the cable being pulled.

Package Size

55-gallon drum

5-gallon pail

2'/£-gallonjug

1 -gallon pail

'/i-gallon Front End Pack™
(in 5-gallon pail)

1 -quart Front End Pack™
(in 5-gallon pail)

W -gallon Front End Pack™
(in corrugated carton)

1 -quart squeeze bottle

1 -quart Front End Pack™
(in corrugated carton)

Lubricant A
Product
Number

A-Drum

A-640

A-320

A-128

N/A

N/A

N/A

A-32

N/A

Lubricant G
Product
Number

G-Drum

G-640

N/A

G-128

G-110

G-99

G-55

G-35

G-27

Specifications

1. Lubricity: PVC-or LDPE-jacketed cable on PVC
conduit at 200 Ibs./ft. normal pressure; coefficient of
dynamic friction <.22 for Lube A; <.23 for Lube
G.

PVC- or LDPE-jacketed cable on LDPE innerduct at
200 Ibs./ft. normal pressure; coefficient of dynamic
friction < .14 for Lube A; < .20 for Lube G.

2. Percent non-volatile solids: .3 to .7% for "A," .5
to 1.5% for "G."

3. Appearance: Lube A is a clear, colorless, stringy
liquid material. Lube G is a thick, clear, colorless
gel material.

4. Wax, grease and silicone content: None

5. Temperature use range: 20°F to 90°F for both
Lubricants A and G.

6. pH: 6.5 to 7.3 for.Lube A; 6.4 to 7.2 for Lube G.

7. Cable compatibility: No deleterious effects on
physical or electrical properties of cable jackets.

8. Polyethylene stress cracking: No stress cracking on
LDPE cable jacket when tested by ASTM D1693.

9. Temperature stability: No more than a 10% change
in Brookfield viscosity from 40°F to 100°F. No
phase-out after five freeze/thaw cycles or 24-hour
exposure at 120°F.

10. Toxicity: Non-toxic and non-sensitizing. Industrial
use only.

11. Cleanup: Complete cleanup possible with water.

12. Flammability: Lubricant has no flash point and
dried residue is non-flammable.
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The Clean Lubricants

Fbfywater A
Lubricant xm.

Clear Liquid Cable Lubricant

Mywater ri
Lubricant \J

Clear Gel Cable Lubricant

* Clean drying and non-staining for less mess, increased ease, and worker satisfaction during use.

>• Water based and water washable. Easier cleanup.

*• Good friction-reducing properties for lower tension during cable pulls. Helps prevent cable
damage and equipment wear.

* Applies easily by pouring, pumping, or using the Front End Pack™ bag system.

+ Evaporates after use. Nothing to soil hands or pollute environment.

*• Approved for use by major cable manufacturers for all types of jacketing and insulation. Does
not stress crack polyethylene.

* Proven effectiveness through two decades of worldwide use in Telecommunications and
Electrical Construction.

* Temperature stable. No waste due to phase separation.


